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1 Later Language AcquisitionLater Language Acquisition
Later grammarLater grammar
MetalinguisticsMetalinguistics and discourseand discourse
Language in schoolLanguage in school
Bilingualism and second language acquisitionBilingualism and second language acquisition

2 Later language acquisitionLater language acquisition
llChildren elaborate the grammatical structures they have already Children elaborate the grammatical structures they have already acquired.acquired.
llChildren become more aware of language units and processesChildren become more aware of language units and processes
llChildren size up different communication situations and thereby Children size up different communication situations and thereby employ employ 

their linguistic resources to the best advantage.  their linguistic resources to the best advantage.  

3 Acquisition of morphologyAcquisition of morphology

4 The 14 morphemesThe 14 morphemes

5 Major empirical findingsMajor empirical findings
llCCriterion for acquisition: 90% use in obligatory contextriterion for acquisition: 90% use in obligatory context
llAAcquisition is not sudden. cquisition is not sudden. 
llChildren tend to acquire the morphemes in a reasonable stable geChildren tend to acquire the morphemes in a reasonable stable general neral 

order.order.
ll Individual differences exist to some degree.Individual differences exist to some degree.

6 Why this order?Why this order?
ll Frequency Frequency 
Frequency of adult use is not a very good predictor of order of Frequency of adult use is not a very good predictor of order of aaccquisition.quisition.
----a / the frequent but acquired latea / the frequent but acquired late
ll TThe 14 morphemes are all frequent.he 14 morphemes are all frequent.
ll TThe passivehe passive--active different and big frequency differences.active different and big frequency differences.
ll For 14 morphemes, fFor 14 morphemes, frequency differences did not exist and did not explain the orderrequency differences did not exist and did not explain the order

of acquisition.of acquisition.

7 Semantic and syntactic complexitySemantic and syntactic complexity
ll greater cumulative complexity predicts later order, when it can greater cumulative complexity predicts later order, when it can be used.be used.
examplesexamples
llNNoun plural oun plural ––ss
ll 3rd person singular 3rd person singular --ss

8 Productivity in morphologyProductivity in morphology
llEarly use of morphemes were learned in combination with specificEarly use of morphemes were learned in combination with specific

vocabulary items.vocabulary items.
llBy age three or four, there is evidence that children are indeedBy age three or four, there is evidence that children are indeed acquiring a acquiring a 

rulerule--governed system.governed system.
llOOvergeneralization errors.vergeneralization errors.
llAApply to novel words (pply to novel words (BerkoBerko 19581958’’s elicited production task , p. 277)s elicited production task , p. 277)
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9 Accounts for overgeneralizationAccounts for overgeneralization
llRuleRule--andand--memory modelmemory model
llPinker (1991)Pinker (1991)
1.1. Regular forms are ruleRegular forms are rule--governedgoverned
2.2. Irregular forms are retrieved from lexicon and involve a memory Irregular forms are retrieved from lexicon and involve a memory storage storage 

system.system.
llParallel distributed processing modelParallel distributed processing model
Only a single mechanism is needed.Only a single mechanism is needed.

10 ChildrenChildren’’s production of negations production of negation
1.1. No go movies.No go movies.
ll No sit down. No sit down. 
ll No Mommy do it.No Mommy do it.
2.  I no like it.2.  I no like it.
ll DonDon’’t go.t go.
ll I no want book.I no want book.
3. You can3. You can’’t have this.t have this.
ll I donI don’’t have moneyt have money
ll II’’m not sad now.m not sad now.

11 QuestionsQuestions
ll Rising intonation on a declarative sentenceRising intonation on a declarative sentence
ll Yes/no question (stage III)Yes/no question (stage III)
ll WhWh--questionsquestions
ll ChildrenChildren’’s productions production
1.1. Omitting auxiliaryOmitting auxiliary

What that?What that?
Where Daddy go? Where Daddy go? 

2. Include the auxiliary but do not consistently switch around w2. Include the auxiliary but do not consistently switch around w ith the subjectith the subject
Where are you going?Where are you going?
What she is playing?What she is playing?

12 PassivesPassives
llPassives are rare in English and so  in childrenPassives are rare in English and so  in children’’s spontaneous speech. s spontaneous speech. 
llAAgent and object are reversed in passives in English, so this congent and object are reversed in passives in English, so this construction struction 

can tell us how children acquire word order.can tell us how children acquire word order.
ll 3 to 3.5 year olds understood passive while 3.5 to 4 year olds h3 to 3.5 year olds understood passive while 3.5 to 4 year olds had difficulty ad difficulty 

with it.  with it.  

13 CCoordinationsoordinations
llSSentential coordination entential coordination 

II’’m pushing the wagon and Im pushing the wagon and I’’m pulling the train. m pulling the train. 
ll phrasal coordinationphrasal coordination

II’’m pushing the wagon and the train.m pushing the wagon and the train.
llSententialsSententials do not develop before do not develop before phrasalsphrasals. . 
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14 SSemantic factors that influence the acquisition of coordination emantic factors that influence the acquisition of coordination 
ll AAdditive dditive 

ex. Maybe you can carry this and I can carry that.ex. Maybe you can carry this and I can carry that.
ll TTemporal relationsemporal relations
ex. Aliceex. Alice’’s going home and take her sweater off.s going home and take her sweater off.
ll Causal relationCausal relation
ex. She put a bandage on her shoe and it ex. She put a bandage on her shoe and it makedmaked it feel better.it feel better.

15 Relative ClausesRelative Clauses
ll Children do not develop the full structural knowledge of this coChildren do not develop the full structural knowledge of this construction until long nstruction until long 

after they reach school.after they reach school.
ll OObject relative clauses before subject relative clauses.bject relative clauses before subject relative clauses.

LetLet’’s eat the cake what I baked.s eat the cake what I baked.
ll Often children omitted a relative pronoun or they substituted anOften children omitted a relative pronoun or they substituted an incorrect pronoun, incorrect pronoun, 

usually usually whatwhat
ll Children find it easier to add a clause at the end of a sentenceChildren find it easier to add a clause at the end of a sentence rather than in the rather than in the 

middle, since this minimizes constraints on processing.middle, since this minimizes constraints on processing.

16 CrosslinguisticCrosslinguistic differences in later grammardifferences in later grammar
ll Some aspects of language acquisition is universal, because they Some aspects of language acquisition is universal, because they reflect either the reflect either the 

cognitive functioning of languagecognitive functioning of language--learning children or language strategies that all learning children or language strategies that all 
children use.children use.

e.ge.g , Place negative marker at the beginning or end, acquisition of , Place negative marker at the beginning or end, acquisition of certain expressions certain expressions 
related to locationrelated to location
ll Differences are due to conceptual and formal complexityDifferences are due to conceptual and formal complexity

17 MatalinguisticMatalinguistic developmentdevelopment
ll 2 year olds showed the ability to discriminate acceptable and 2 year olds showed the ability to discriminate acceptable and 

unacceptable sentences but were unable to correct the deviant seunacceptable sentences but were unable to correct the deviant sentences ntences 
without recourse to semantics.without recourse to semantics.
llSeparate words and their referentsSeparate words and their referents
llChildrenChildren’’s awareness of phonological units p. 287 Table 11s awareness of phonological units p. 287 Table 11--33

18 Discourse Process in ChildrenDiscourse Process in Children
ll Conversational skillsConversational skills
----turn takingturn taking
----relevancerelevance
----Categories of child utterances (p.288. Table 11Categories of child utterances (p.288. Table 11--4)4)
----adapt oneadapt one’’s speech to the listeners speech to the listener
----Referential communicative taskReferential communicative task
ll Narrative skillsNarrative skills
----Children sometimes use pronouns ambiguouslyChildren sometimes use pronouns ambiguously
----weak in linkages between successive sentencesweak in linkages between successive sentences
----individual differences are related to parental strategies for elindividual differences are related to parental strategies for eliciting narratives at home. iciting narratives at home. 

19 Language in the schoolLanguage in the school
ll Communicating in the classroomCommunicating in the classroom
ll Classroom discourseClassroom discourse
ll DecontextualizedDecontextualized
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ll InitiationInitiation--replyreply--evaluation sequenceevaluation sequence
ll TeachersTeachers’’language to children is also more formal than most language to language to children is also more formal than most language to which which 

children are accustomed.children are accustomed.
ll TeacherTeacher’’s inability to attend to every child at the same time.s inability to attend to every child at the same time.
ll Academic success depends on communicative competence as much as Academic success depends on communicative competence as much as intellectual intellectual 

competence. competence. 

20 Acquiring classroom skillsAcquiring classroom skills
ll Requests were often accompanied by justifications of why the reqRequests were often accompanied by justifications of why the request was made uest was made 

and clarification of exactly what was requested. and clarification of exactly what was requested. 
ll Children often spontaneously revised their questions when the quChildren often spontaneously revised their questions when the question did not estion did not 

produce the desired response.produce the desired response.
ll TeachersTeachers’’interactions with students are related to teachersinteractions with students are related to teachers’’perceptions of studentsperceptions of students’’

communication skills.communication skills.

21 Reading and language developmentReading and language development
ll Many of the comprehension skills that have been acquired to dealMany of the comprehension skills that have been acquired to deal with oral language with oral language 

are also applicable to reading.are also applicable to reading.—— general comprehension skillsgeneral comprehension skills
ll Eye movements to scan sentences in a textEye movements to scan sentences in a text
ll Extracting the visual features of letters and wordsExtracting the visual features of letters and words
ll Print conventionPrint convention
ll Relating printed language to spoken languageRelating printed language to spoken language

22 Phonological awareness and readingPhonological awareness and reading
ll Linking graphemes to phonemesLinking graphemes to phonemes
llPhonemePhoneme--grapheme linkage is difficult because children tend to be weak grapheme linkage is difficult because children tend to be weak 

in in metalinguisticmetalinguistic awareness of phonemes.awareness of phonemes.
llSome researchers have suggested that it would be easier for chilSome researchers have suggested that it would be easier for children to dren to 

begin reading by analyzing words into syllables, and only later begin reading by analyzing words into syllables, and only later to break to break 
syllables into phonemes. syllables into phonemes. 

23 TopTop--down and bottomdown and bottom--up processes up processes 
ll TopTop--down processdown process—— use sentence context to help figure out the meaninguse sentence context to help figure out the meaning
llMost good readers identify words based solely on their spelling Most good readers identify words based solely on their spelling and not on and not on 

contextual factors.contextual factors.
llAutomatic process: word recognition Automatic process: word recognition 
llControlled processes: noting cohesion between sentences, drawingControlled processes: noting cohesion between sentences, drawing

inferences, summarizing paragraphsinferences, summarizing paragraphs

24 Emergent literacyEmergent literacy
llChildren who are read to more often in the preschool period evenChildren who are read to more often in the preschool period eventually tually 

become better readers.become better readers.
ll Listening to stories may foster positive attitudes toward readinListening to stories may foster positive attitudes toward reading.g.
llEarly exposure to printed words facilitates childrenEarly exposure to printed words facilitates children’’s later ability to s later ability to 

recognize them automatically.  recognize them automatically.  

25 Bilingualism and second language acquisitionBilingualism and second language acquisition
llContexts of childhood BilingualismContexts of childhood Bilingualism
llSimultaneous bilingualismSimultaneous bilingualism
llSequential bilingualismSequential bilingualism
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26 Bilingual firstBilingual first--language acquisition language acquisition 
llCourse of developmentCourse of development
ll acquisition of two languages by 3 years of ageacquisition of two languages by 3 years of age
llBilingualsBilinguals’’development is very similar to monolingualsdevelopment is very similar to monolinguals’’..

27 Rate of developmentRate of development
ll Lexical development is similar to monolinguals.Lexical development is similar to monolinguals.
llSyntactic measures are behind.Syntactic measures are behind.
---- count /mass count /mass 
---- grammatical gendergrammatical gender
llChildren need at least 25% of the input to become competent speaChildren need at least 25% of the input to become competent speakers.kers.
llChildren need environment support to achieve bilingualism. Children need environment support to achieve bilingualism. 

28 InterferenceInterference
llChildren can distinguish two languages by the age of 2 if caregiChildren can distinguish two languages by the age of 2 if caregivers keep vers keep 

two language separate.two language separate.
llDegree of interference or language mixing is greater when parentDegree of interference or language mixing is greater when parentss’’

language are mixed.language are mixed.
ll Little interference or language mixing in bilingual signLittle interference or language mixing in bilingual sign--spoken children.spoken children.

29 Levels of interferenceLevels of interference
llPhonology, syntax and lexiconPhonology, syntax and lexicon
llMost frequent mixing occur at the lexical level.Most frequent mixing occur at the lexical level.
llReasonsReasons
ll Lack the appropriate lexical items in one languageLack the appropriate lexical items in one language
ll Identify a referent with the lexicon in the stronger language anIdentify a referent with the lexicon in the stronger language and use that d use that 

work consistently. work consistently. 

30 Second language acquisitionSecond language acquisition
ll Transfer hypothesisTransfer hypothesis
llAgainst transfer hypothesisAgainst transfer hypothesis
llNo transfer in L2 unless the child is isolated from peers in theNo transfer in L2 unless the child is isolated from peers in the target target 

languagelanguage
llSame processes are involved in all language acquisition.Same processes are involved in all language acquisition.

31 Morpheme studiesMorpheme studies
ll similar between 5similar between 5-- year old Spanish and Chinese speaking children year old Spanish and Chinese speaking children 

acquire English morphemes.acquire English morphemes.
llSimilar but not identical to English L1 childrenSimilar but not identical to English L1 children
llNo transfer: 17No transfer: 17--55 years old with various L155 years old with various L1
ll Transfer from L1 to L2 in discourse processing at least in adultTransfer from L1 to L2 in discourse processing at least in adultss

32 Phonology transferPhonology transfer
ll Clear evidence for language transfer in phonologyClear evidence for language transfer in phonology
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ll Young native Spanish speakers who were in the process of learninYoung native Spanish speakers who were in the process of learning English showed g English showed 
a gradual shift from the Spanish VOT boundary to the English VOTa gradual shift from the Spanish VOT boundary to the English VOT boundary.boundary.

ll The shift occur more rapidly for younger learners.The shift occur more rapidly for younger learners.
ll L2 learners do best on sounds that are very different from the sL2 learners do best on sounds that are very different from the sounds in their native ounds in their native 

language but have more difficulty with sound that are moderatelylanguage but have more difficulty with sound that are moderatelysimilar. similar. 

33 Cognitive consequences of bilingualismCognitive consequences of bilingualism
llMetalinguisticMetalinguistic awarenessawareness
llBilinguals have better syntactic awarenessBilinguals have better syntactic awareness
llBilinguals have better word awarenessBilinguals have better word awareness
ll Facilitation of English phonological awareness for children whenFacilitation of English phonological awareness for children when their first their first 

language was Spanish but not when it was Chineselanguage was Spanish but not when it was Chinese

34 Problem solving and creativityProblem solving and creativity
ll Bilingualism led to cognitive impairmentBilingualism led to cognitive impairment
ll Fail to control for socioeconomic status Fail to control for socioeconomic status 
ll Bilinguals have a great degree of cognitive flexibilityBilinguals have a great degree of cognitive flexibility
ll Bilinguals who were proficient in both languages scored higher oBilinguals who were proficient in both languages scored higher on several tests of n several tests of 

creativity than monolinguals.  Bilinguals with proficiency in oncreativity than monolinguals.  Bilinguals with proficiency in only one language ly one language 
showed no creativity advantage.showed no creativity advantage.

ll Longitudinal study showed that nonverbal intelligence was positiLongitudinal study showed that nonverbal intelligence was positively related to the vely related to the 
degree of bilingualism.  degree of bilingualism.  


